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SEED CONTACTS

For all your Seed enquiries please contact your local Seed Specialist on one of
these numbers or your local Agronomist.
NATIONAL
Lee Robinson

Executive Director of Seed

07860 523109

Rodger Shirreff

National Seed Business Manager

07831 188500

Louise Rawlinson

Seed Commercial Operations Manager

07721 788943

Adam Simper

National Forage Grass & Root Seed Development Manager 07866 139228

Ben Lowe

National Forage Product Manager

07966 533374

Barry Barker

National Arable Seed Product Manager

07767 330109

Mark Taylor

National Farm Saved Seed Business Manager

07836 527251

NORTH REGION

07964 510067

3 Rebecca Gibson

07721 128172

4 Lincoln Seed Plant 01522 515203
Sam Gallagher
07841 777026
Kevin Woodman
07768 507204
5 Simon Hobbs

07770 643365

6 Louise Rawlinson

07721 788943
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8 Finmere Seed Plant 01280 849112
David Smith
07768 865078
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AN INTRODUCTION TO AGRII-SEED
A SCIENCE BASED APPROACH TO VARIETY SELECTION
✚ Varieties are selected using the most extensive trials network in the
UK – working with plant breeders to produce independent data that
gives us the very best balanced views of what varieties can offer.
✚ Our variety sustainability ratings allow us to provide growers with
the highest level of resilience and consistency.
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Cover photo reproduced by kind permission of Jim Carswell, Agrii’s Northern R&D Manager

REGIONAL EXPERTISE
✚ All of our local agronomy teams have Seed Specialists embedded
within them to provide a high level of support and local
understanding of the needs of our customers.
WE WORK WITH THE BEST IN THE INDUSTRY TO PROVIDE
INPUT SOLUTIONS
✚ Our seed treatment solutions are rigorously tested through our
own trials network to provide the best proven products available
in the industry. Go to pages 20-21 to find out more.
SEEKING NEW MARKETS
✚ We are continually analysing opportunities to introduce innovation
crops to the UK market, expanding customer choice through species
adapted to UK conditions and supported by consumers.
BUY BACK OPPORTUNITIES
✚ We work with consumers and grain partners to identify suitable
varieties for buy backs across all species.
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7 Ian Davy Seed Sales
Manager – South
07890 550559

01284 729200
07912 043305

10 Spring Oats (husked and naked)

INVESTING IN OUR PEOPLE
✚ The training of our Seed Specialists, quality control colleagues
and operators meets all national protocols to ensure advice and
product continue to exceed industry standards.
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11 GB Seeds
Skye van Heyzen

19 Maize, Grass, Roots & Cover Crops

SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION OF RAW MATERIAL
✚ Our seed production is carried out by high quality farmers as local
to seed plants as is practically possible, reducing carbon footprint
and supporting local businesses.

SOUTH REGION

07966 370355

18 Spring OSR

Spring Wheat

SUPPORTING OUR FUTURE SEED BUSINESS
✚ Our continued investment in seed plants and our Farm Saved
Seed mobile seed units, enables maintenance of our quality
standards and logistical excellence, ensuring accuracy of
application to provide reliable seed quality.
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10 Hayley Wilcox

Spring Barley
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MASTER SEEDS QUALITY
✚ Our Master Seeds are tested more rigorously than both C1 and
C2 Higher Voluntary Standard seed, providing you with product
integrity so that you can sow with confidence.

1 Matt Richardson Seed Sales
Manager – North
07887 547287
2 Lauren Rettie
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RGT PLANET
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Planet remains a major variety in the UK, particularly in England, accounting for
about 35% of all the seed certified in England and 9% in Scotland. Growers are
using it on buy back contracts and as a straight feed variety. It is widely accepted
by end users across the whole of Europe after the early acceptance by the MBC
(Malting Barley Committee), CBMO and Heineken.
FEED

FAIRWAY

High untreated yields reflect the good all-round disease resistance, with excellent
mildew resistance (9) but average on brown rust (6) and Rhynchosporium (5). It is
moderately resistant to net blotch in Agrii’s trials.

LG DIABLO ©

SY TUNGSTEN

EXPLORER

PROPINO ©

RGT PLANET ©

COSMOPOLITAN ©

BREEDER: RAGT SEEDS, UK | PARENTAGE: TAMTAM X CONCERTO

LAUREATE
BREWING, DISTILLING, EXPORT & FEED
Laureate carries MBC approval for brewing and distilling, so is finding favour
in both the English and Scottish end markets. It is the biggest variety in Scotland
accounting for over 45% of seed production and a significant variety in England at
24%. It has strong support from end-users with multiple contracts available for both
brewing and distilling.
Consistent performance in in all regions and is suitable for all soil types. It has
produced consistent yields in Agrii trials (101% treated, 91% untreated) but a lower
specific weight than RGT Planet (66.5 kg/hl in AHDB trials).
Medium height (71 cm), moderately stiff straw (7 untreated, 6 treated), good brackling
resistance (7) and medium-late maturity. It is considered to have relatively low straw
yields compared with some other varieties.
Strong disease profile with no obvious weaknesses with scores for brown rust (6),
Rhynchosporium (6) and mildew (9). It is moderately resistant to net blotch in
Agrii’s trials.
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SY SPLENDOR

BREWING

ICONIC

Source: Mean of Seven trials (Wilts x 2, Cambs x 2, Lincs x 2 and Dorset). © Mean yield of controls = 6.2 t/ha.

Medium height (73 cm), moderately stiff straw (7), good brackling resistance (7) and
medium-early maturity. It produces intermediate straw yields.

LAUREATE ©

100

Suitable for all regions of the UK, it is consistent across soil types and relatively
straightforward to manage. Fully approved for the brewing market it has
displayed consistent yield performance over the years (102% treated, 91%
untreated in Agrii trials) with a decent specific weight (67.8 kg/hl in AHDB trials).

PROSPECT

MALT DISTILLING

Untreated Yield % of Controls

KWS IRINA

FAN

Specific Weight (kg/hl)

HACKER

Treated Yield % of Controls

Spring Barley Variety Trials – England – 2 Year (2020 & 2019) Summary
Treated and Untreated Yield and Specific Weight

WESTMINSTER

Yield (% of treated controls)
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BREWING, EXPORT & FEED

SPRING
BARLEY

SPRING BARLEY

YIELD

SPRING
BARLEY

68

Specific Weight (kg/hl)

BREEDER: SYNGENTA UK LTD | PARENTAGE: SANETTE X CONCERTO
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EXPLORER

LG DIABLO

BREWING (CONTRACTS ONLY)

BREWING, DISTILLING & FEED

Explorer fits a particular end use and the demand for it in 2021 is as strong as ever.
It is a specialist variety that is grown on contract for the production of Budweiser.

The highest yielding spring barley variety with full approval for brewing and malt
distilling on the AHDB Recommended List. Increasing in popularity and now
accounts for 13% and 12% of certified seed in England and Scotland respectively.

Specific grain characteristics with high Free Amino Nitrogen (FAN) and high
Diastatic Power (DP). This ideally suits the production processes for this globally
renowned beer. A collaboration between Agrii, Viterra UK Ltd (previously
Glencore Agriculture UK Ltd), Crisp Maltings and Budweiser will secure their
malting requirements for the foreseeable future. Premiums are paid for a 1.8-1.9%
N specification with flexible movement terms. Historically limited to contracts
initially in the East and East Midlands but contracts in other areas may be
available depending on end user demand.
Suitable for a range of soil types, but entirely suitable for heavier land where
grain nitrogen tends to be higher. A continental type with very fast speed of
development and must not be sown before March. Depending on yield and soil
mineral N, apply typically 120-150 kg/ha nitrogen; 60 kg in the seedbed with the
remainder at GS14 or consider holding back 30-40 kg/ha to post GS39.

Good physical grain quality with a high hot water extract that is favoured by end
users. It also has low grain nitrogen and a specific weight (67.1 kg/hl) better
than that of Laureate.
Outperforms other leading varieties, especially in the key malting barley growing
areas of the East and North regions and also performs as a high yielding feed
barley. In Agrii trials it has yielded at 103% (treated) and 91% (untreated) relative
to controls over the past three years.
Medium in height (73 cm), reasonably stiff straw (7), good brackling resistance (7)
and medium-late maturity. It produces an intermediate to high straw yield.

SPRING
BARLEY

SPRING BARLEY

SPRING BARLEY

SPRING
BARLEY

A good disease resistance package is reflected in its high untreated yield. Mildew
(9), brown rust (6), Rhynchosporium (5) and moderately resistant to net blotch.

BREEDER: SECOBRA, FRANCE | UK AGENT: AGRII | PARENTAGE: BEATRIX X MARNIE

BREEDER: LIMAGRAIN UK | PARENTAGE: OVERTURE X SANETTE

PROPINO

ICONIC

BREWING & EXPORT

POTENTIAL BREWING & FEED

Once the most widely grown variety in England but now accounts for less than 5% of
the region’s certified seed production. It has become outclassed agronomically and
largely superseded by RGT Planet and Laureate. The variety will retain a small but
loyal following and it may continue to be accepted by some end-users who like its
consistent brewing quality.

Added to the AHDB Recommended List with a specific Western recommendation.
In-test as a malting variety but more likely to be grown as a feed barley this year.

Proven to be very consistent across regions and years and farmers know how to
grow it. It gives its best performance on medium soils. It has average but consistent
yields in Agrii trials (96% treated, 83% untreated) and a bold grain (68.2 kg/hl in
AHDB trials) and very low screenings.
Medium-tall (75 cm) with good straw strength (8 treated, 7 untreated), good brackling
resistance (7) and early maturity. It produces relatively low straw yields.
Reasonable resistance to Rhynchosporium (5) and brown rust (5) but is weaker on
mildew (6) compared with other leading varieties. It is susceptible to net blotch in
Agrii’s trials.

Consistent across soil types and relatively straightforward to manage. It has given
consistent yields over the past three years (103% treated, 96% untreated in AHDB
trials) with a decent specific weight (67.2 kg/hl).
Relatively tall (76 cm), stiff straw (8 treated, 7 untreated), very good brackling
resistance (8) and medium-early maturity. It produces intermediate to high
straw yields.
High untreated yields reflect the good all-round disease resistance, with good
mildew resistance (9), Rhynchosporium (6) but average on brown rust (5).
Moderately susceptible to net blotch in Agrii’s trials.
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Slightly taller than average (76cm) , good lodging resistance (7 treated), and
very early maturity making it an ideal entry for oilseed rape. To avoid brackling
(4) give priority at harvest ahead of other varieties. Sound disease resistance
scores for brown rust (5) but Rhynchosporium (4) and mildew (4) need attention.
Moderately resistant to net blotch in Agrii’s trials.

BREEDER: SECOBRA, FRANCE | UK AGENT: AGRII
BREEDER: SYNGENTA UK LTD | PARENTAGE: QUENCH X NFC TIPPLE
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PARENTAGE: KWS IRINA X RGT PLANET
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HACKER

MULIKA

FEED

GROUP 1, BREAD

Hacker has one of the highest specific weights (70 kg/hl) available and one of the
lowest screening losses. Its best performance has been in the West (101%) but has
also found favour in the North (99%).

A Group 1 classified variety so capable of making the best premiums but with lower
than average yields (94%). It produces tall straw (82 cm) that is very characteristic of
spring wheat. A full PGR programme is advisable especially on fertile land.

Medium height (72 cm), one of the stiffest varieties (8 treated, 8 untreated)
and excellent resistance to necking and brackling (9). All highly desirable
characteristics and, to top it off, it also has early maturity.

Adopt a comprehensive approach to control both Septoria (6) and brown rust (5) and,
as for all quality wheats, apply an ear spray to control Fusarium. Orange Wheat
Blossom Midge (OWBM) resistance is a very useful attribute..

Good mildew (8) resistance, average brown rust (5) but its Rhynchosporium (5)
resistance is slightly weaker than most varieties so needs watching. Moderate
susceptibility to net blotch.

BREEDER: BLACKMAN AG (UK) | UK AGENT: SENOVA
PARENTAGE: PARAGON X (TYBALT X ROBIGUS)

KWS COCHISE

SPRING
WHEAT

SPRING WHEAT

SPRING BARLEY

SPRING
BARLEY

GROUP 2, BREAD
A high yielding Group 2 variety. Yields (105%) in AHDB trials indicate a 5-10%
advantage over Mulika.
Similar in height (74 cm) to Mulika. Cochise produces grain of a good specific
weight (79.1 kg/hl) but lower than average Hagberg (226). It is susceptible to yellow
rust (5) and is Orange Wheat Blossom Midge resistant.
BREEDER: SECOBRA, FRANCE | UK AGENT: AGRII
PARENTAGE: QUENCH X BELGRAVIA

COSMOPOLITAN
POTENTIAL BREWING & FEED
Cosmopolitan is a high yielding malting barley which has provisional MBC
approval for brewing and remains under test with the maltsters. Likely to be sown
as a feed variety this spring until it gains the support of the end users.

Short straw (70 cm) with good lodging resistance (7), average brackling resistance (6)
and medium-early maturity. Early indications suggest that it produces intermediate
straw yields.
Excellent disease resistance, particularly to the important diseases Rhynchosporium
(6) and mildew (9) but weaker than some other varieties against brown rust (4).
Moderately susceptible to net blotch in Agrii’s trials.

KWS CHILHAM
GROUP 2, BREAD
Another Group 2 NABIM classified variety but not quite as high yielding (99%)
in trials as Cochise. It is still significantly higher yielding than Mulika. Lower
specific weight ( 78.2 kg/hl) than Cochise but a better Hagberg (314).
Decent resistance to yellow rust (7) and mildew (7). Orange Wheat Blossom
Midge resistant.
BREEDER: KWS UK | PARENTAGE: SPARROW X AZURITE

KWS KILBURN
GROUP 4, HARD FEED
Best suited to the traditional spring drilling window. A hard feed wheat but
produces grain with a good Hagberg (264), specific weight (76.2 kg/hl) and protein
level (13%).
Slightly later to mature (+3) than other spring wheats and also a bit taller (85 cm)
and will need a full PGR programme. Disease scores are good with brown rust
(8) and Septoria (6) but average resistance to yellow rust (5). It is not resistant to
Orange Wheat Blossom Midge.

BREEDER: SEJET, DENMARK | UK AGENT: SENOVA UK
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Consistent performance in all UK regions (105% East, 105% West and 106% North)
with high untreated yields (97%), average grain quality (66.2 kg/hl) and low
screening losses in AHDB trials.

BREEDER: KWS UK | PARENTAGE: ASHBY X LAPIS

BREEDER: KWS UK | PARENTAGE: (PARAGON X W109) X BELVOIR

PARENTAGE: (KWS IRINA X EVERGREEN) X (SANETTE X PAUSTIAN)
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CANYON

WPB ISABEL

Still the second most widely grown spring oat across the UK. Sitting in the middle
of the pack for yield with decent kernel content and low screenings. Canyon has
continued to impress on farm, particularly further north. This is the “go-to” oat for
those looking for consistency but is not accepted by all mills so this will need checking.

Set to become the market leading spring oat and amongst the top yielders in
official trials and good yields in Agrii trials. Good kernel content, top specific
weight with one of the lowest screenings. End-users are looking for more of this
variety with reports being positive when tested against WPB Elyann.

Tall straw of average strength means this is manageable with PGRs. Canyon is
marginally earlier to mature than other varieties.

Similar height to Canyon but with stiffer straw, this variety should stand well on
farm under a standard PGR programme. Good resistance against crown rust and
very good resistance to mildew means this should be a very manageable variety.

Canyon offers excellent mildew resistance but is susceptible to crown rust, so a
standard fungicide program should see this variety stay clean and perform well.

BREEDER: NORDSAAT | UK AGENT: SAATEN UNION

BREEDER: WIERSUM BV | UK AGENT: KWS UK

WPB ELYANN

DELFIN

Close behind Canyon in market share with yields marginally below Canyon.
WPB Elyann offers one of the best kernel contents of all oats but with slightly high
screenings. This line still has interest with end-users.

Still sitting at the top end of yield on the recommended list with excellent yields in
Agrii trials. Similar kernel content to Canyon but with slightly higher screenings.
This has been taken in successfully by some mills but not all, so this will need
checking.

Moderately resistant to mildew and moderately susceptible to crown rust, means
that a standard oat fungicide program should keep this line clean.
A better performance in the south where you can expect to have the best chance
to hit quality specification. Agrii has done trials work to try to push this variety in
conjunction with end-users to try to get the most out of this line.

BREEDER: WIERSUM BV | UK AGENT: KWS UK

It is a taller variety, similar to Canyon and from the same breeder, but is quite stiff
strawed. It is also on the earlier side of maturity and so expect similar combining
dates as Canyon.
Delfin currently offers the best mildew resistance on the list but is susceptible to
crown rust, so you will need to keep an eye out for this.
Currently expected to perform better further north, however, this should yield in
every situation that it’s placed into.
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Slightly shorter than average with straw being only moderate in strength in Agrii
trials means that this variety is manageable with PGRs and will need looking after
on very fertile soils. Expect maturity to be around average and similar to Aspen.
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Delivering a good chance to hit quality specification, with limited availability,
expect this line to sell out and perform well on farm.

SPRING
OATS

SPRING OATS

SPRING OATS

SPRING
OATS

BREEDER: NORDSAAT | UK AGENT: SAATEN UNION
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NAKED OATS

LENNON

As the name implies, naked oats naturally thresh free from the husk
during harvest. This natural groat is nutrient dense with high digestible
energy, and gives itself into a range of different sectors demonstrating
the versatility and respect this crop has gained.

The well-established spring naked oat variety with slightly higher yields than
Oliver in more northern sites. Lennon has been tried and tested with end-users
and is widely accepted.

Our naked oats are marketed under GB Seeds’ Superioats brand into our various
end-users. They are used as a whole grain, for flaking, malting and in animal
feeds. Industries include wild bird food, dog food, poultry, and horses with the
versatility of naked oats reaching as far as cosmetics.
GB Seeds have been at the forefront of naked oats in the UK for many years.
Our work covers all aspects of the crop from seed production to the development of
end markets. We work closely with our end users and plant breeders to enhance
and raise the profile of this high value quality product.

SPRING
NAKED
OATS

Shorter than most conventional spring oats with decent standing power. However,
as with all oats, if placing on heavier or more fertile ground, growers will need to
be aware that PGRs should be included in the programme on all oats.
Moderately resistant to crown rust and mildew, means that a standard fungicide
program will keep this line clean.

NAKED OATS

NAKED OATS

SPRING
NAKED
OATS

We are continually looking at how to improve agronomic performance through
Agrii trials, aiming at increasing on farm gross margins. In addition, our Agrii
blackgrass trials at Stow Longa have shown that spring oats, including our
Superioats, are a great option for grass weed control situations.
With a strong demand that outweighs current supply, our Superioats contract offers
attractive premiums over AHDB feed wheat.

BREEDER: IBERS | UK AGENT: SENOVA

GB Seeds is the Specialist Grain Marketing division of Agrii, and specialises in
working with added value crops and grains.

OLIVER

*

A spring naked oat that has produced slightly higher yields in more southern sites in
Agrii trials when compared to Lennon. Oliver has also shown to have slightly larger
grain size with better screenings and a good specific weight.

Susceptible to crown rust and moderately resistant to mildew, a standard fungicide
programme will be required.
Oliver is a great additional to the portfolio and offers growers a different type
to Lennon.

*Oliver is a Described Variety on the AHDB Recommended List.
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Taller than Lennon, expect similar height to Canyon. Oliver’s moderate straw
strength means that growers need to keep PGRs in the tank. In a standard
programme situation Oliver has stood and performed well.

BREEDER: SELGEN | UK AGENT: COPE SEEDS
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SPRING BEANS

FUEGO

Spring Beans are a good break from cereal crops with many rotational
crop benefits.

Long established variety that has a good track record with the suppliers to the
export market.

✚ Residual nitrogen is one of many plus points growers get from growing the
crop as well as the excellent soil enhancing attributes.
✚ Growers should aim to produce a quality marketable crop so that they can
enable opportunities into all available markets. Key areas to watch out for are
bruchid beetle and staining – areas that can be helped with good husbandry
and attention to detail.
✚ Larger seeded pulses should always be handled and dried gently to avoid
cracking and splitting of grains.
✚ Export demand is driven by North African markets who will also source supply
from France, the Baltics, Australia and Canada. These competitor crops like
us also have key issues to manage so patience and good marketing may be
required to ensure returns are maximised.
✚ Forward contracts for Harvest 2021 will be available as demand dictates, these
usually relate to premiums over the Liffe feed wheat price, with additional
premiums over that for achieving reasonable quality criteria.

Downy mildew resistance is average.
Yield now outclassed by other varieties.
BREEDER: LS PLANT BREEDING | AGENT: LIMAGRAIN UK

LYNX
Lynx is a strong variety given that it has performed exceptionally over the recent
seasons of changeable weather patterns.
A top yielding variety, Lynx also offers the best downy mildew resistance, a
combination which is not currently matched by competitor varieties.
Seed size is slightly smaller than Fanfare, however other attributes make this
variety a prime candidate for growers.
BREEDER: LS PLANT BREEDING

✚ Recent varieties with low vicene and convicene (LVC) offer additional benefits
into animal feed, these will increase market share as they grow in popularity,
particularly as yield performance matches the best conventional types.

TIFFANY

FANFARE

Tiffany is an LVC type variety which offers good feeding qualities for animal
livestock. It has produced high yields and good protein levels in trials. The key
attribute is that that the LVC levels are low as these are amino acids which are not
easily digested by animals. The LVC trait works particularly well in poultry and
pig rations.

An established variety which produces high yields and is of moderately
early maturity.

Tiffany has produced yields comparable with Vertigo and Fanfare and above Fuego.

Good consistent yield performance over the past 5 years, performing well in trials.
A pale hilum variety with a mid sized seed that is usually suitable for the premium
export market.

Downy mildew resistance is rated as moderate, seed size is slightly smaller than Victus
but with good protein levels. Tiffany is an RAC (Royalty Area Collection) variety.

Solid agronomics with good standing ability at harvest and an average resistance
to downy mildew.
BREEDER: LS PLANT BREEDING

VERTIGO

The variety also has decent straw strength with moderate maturity.

BREEDER: LS PLANT BREEDING

VICTUS
Victus is an LVC type which has yielded well over a number of years in trials.
Higher yielding than Vertigo and Fanfare, Victus has good moderate to
early maturity.

Introduced to the market at the same time as Fanfare and with a similar yield
combined with medium maturity.

Victus has above average downy mildew resistance and medium height straw
length. Seed size is slightly larger than Tiffany.

Vertigo has been a popular variety widely grown over recent years.

Victus is an RAC variety.

Large seed size which contributes towards producing the attractive samples
needed for the premium export markets. Average resistance to downy mildew.

BREEDER: LS PLANT BREEDING
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✚ Choice of variety is a key factor in this process, where demand is strong then
most varieties of the right quality will find homes, when demand is less buyers
will prefer the larger seeded and more even sized types.

One of the stiffer strawed varieties and slightly shorter than Vertigo and Fanfare.
Has consistently produced a large seed size suited to the export market.

SPRING
BEANS

SPRING BEANS

SPRING BEANS

SPRING
BEANS

BREEDER: LS PLANT BREEDING
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COMBINING PEAS

DAYTONA

Peas remain a good option as a break crop for many reasons relating to
rotation, soil enhancing, residual nitrogen and weed control benefits.

Daytona has been the leading blue pea for quality and colour retention for
many years.

✚ Given the historical nature of fluctuations in crop areas of peas, processors
and end users are increasingly becoming more tuned into forward contracts.
These contracts offer supply stability to the market for both growers and the end
market. It is vital for these minor crops to avoid the spikes and dips in values
as the end user confidence in supply can sometimes be dented, potentially
harming longer term crop prospects.
✚ With the lack of a true base price on a world level for peas then commitments
from these processors are generally speculative in nature which enforces the
trade commitment towards having confidence in the whole supply chain.
✚ Growing human consumption pea varieties can produce the highest returns
but some varieties may not be as easy to manage and the end value is very
much subject to the final quality.
✚ Special attention to care of the crop through its whole life is very important in
ensuring the best quality is produced and retained through to delivery to the
processor. Colour retention is key to this, aligned with the required moisture
content, but this must be achieved without damage or cracking to the peas
which can reduce the option of uses for the processor and ultimately may
reduce the value.
Contracts will be available for Harvest 2021 on all pea types, we recommend
early registration of interest by growers.

It has consistently delivered samples of good colour retention across a range of
conditions better than other blue pea varieties. This gives growers the best chance
of maximising premiums offered into the human and micronising pet food market.
Daytona is also one of the earlier blue peas available and also has one the best
scores for standing ability and downy mildew resistance.
BREEDER: MARIBO, DENMARK | UK AGENT: AGRII

KARPATE
Yellow peas offer high yields compared to other pea types.

PEAS

COMBINING PEAS

COMBINING PEAS

PEAS

Karpate has recently been higher yielding in trials than Manager and Kareni.
Moderate downy mildew resistance.
Large seed size, ideal for the splitting pea market.
No particular weaknesses, this is a good candidate variety for those growers
choosing this type of pea.
BREEDER: MOMONT, FRANCE | UK AGENT: SENOVA

SAKURA
Sakura, a marrowfat pea, is currently the most widely grown pea variety - driven
by forward contracts due to consistent performance, good colour retention and
very large seed size.
Can only be grown on buyback contracts which ensures defined market security.
Yields can be within 15% of popular blue peas with an attractive premium for the
right sample, which more than compensates in gross margin terms.
Its standing ability and maturity are similar to Prophet but downy mildew
resistance is poorer than most blue and yellow peas.
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GREENWOOD
Greenwood is a smaller seeded blue pea with very good colour retention.
The ability to retain colour aids growers in achieving the best samples and hitting
the highest returns.
Greenwood has moderate straw strength and disease resistance, it is the earliest
maturing variety currently available which is an important characteristic when
growing for premium markets.
BREEDER: PLANT BREEDING RESEARCH, NZ | UK AGENT: IAR AGRI
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BREEDER: TOFT PLANT BREEDING, DENMARK | UK AGENT: DALTON SEEDS
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SPRING OILSEED RAPE

LINSEED

MAIZE

Linseed fits well with those growers looking for ways to manage their
grass weeds and with excellent buyback contracts available, growers
can lock in margin right from the start.

Whether it’s the data needed to choose a new maize variety for your
system, material suitable for where you’re farming within the UK, or
practical advice and post-cropping options, we can help.

JULIET

It’s becoming more important than ever that maize crops grown in the UK are
reliable, consistent, high performing and sustainable due to the ever changing
seasons and legislation that the industry faces on an annual basis.

Consistently very high yielding variety in trials and on-farm, once again the
highest yielding variety in AHDB Descriptive List trials. Excellent early vigour
and high oil content. Slightly later to mature than most varieties so best suited to
Lincolnshire and further south.

GK EMMA
An early maturing variety. Slightly lower yielding than Juliet but more suited to the
more northerly sites or where drilling takes place in mid to late April.

DANIEL
Higher yielding than GK Emma but earlier to mature than Juliet. Consistent
performance on-farm and becoming Agrii’s most popular variety.

SPRING OILSEED RAPE
BUILDER
A hybrid variety that has performed consistently well in trials with yields at or
near the top of the varieties tested. Average maturity. Good early vigour which is
important in getting crops up and away from any flea beetle attacks.
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Also a hybrid variety, with very good yields and earlier maturity than average.
Slightly shorter than average, Lumen also has good early vigour.

PERFORMER
Highest gross output on the AHDB Descriptive List and has a very good oil content.
Similar maturity to Lumen. Good early vigour.

GRASS & ROOTS
The Master Leys range of grass mixtures offers full and comprehensive
options for all types of farming systems and regions of the UK.
Working in close coordination with leading grass seed breeders throughout the
UK and Europe, Agrii is able to access the best varieties to formulate the Master
Leys portfolio.
In addition to this, Agrii grows and produces over 80% of the grass seed used to
produce Master Leys. This enables us to have greater control over the quality
of the seed we use and ensures that what goes into a Master Leys bag is of the
highest possible standard.
To complete our forage offering, we work closely with breeders to gain access to all
the latest varieties of root seeds. We also offer advice on how to get the most out of
your crop to help maximise the potential of your home grown forage.
Please get in touch with your usual Agrii contact or email info@agrii.co.uk,
for more information about our grass mixtures and root seed, or for a copy of our
grass and roots brochure (coming soon) or grass seed leaflets.

THINKING ABOUT COVER CROPS?
Cover crops used correctly as part of your soil management strategy can
deliver a range of benefits.
The key element in improving soil health and productivity in the long term, is
to increase your soil organic matter content. This is best done by selecting the
correct cover crops for your farming operation.
Please get in touch for details of the varieties that we have available, or for a
copy of our cover crops guide.
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LUMEN

Please request a copy of our 2021 maize guide for more information.

MAIZE,
GRASS,
ROOTS &
COVER
CROPS

MAIZE, GRASS, ROOTS & COVER CROPS

LINSEED

LINSEED &
OILSEED
RAPE
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SEED TREATMENTS
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AGNITION

Source: All seed treatment data from 2010 to 2020 (i.e. replicated and unreplicated trials). 209 data points. Overall mean yield of controls = 7.62 t/ha.

25

% Yield Response

ZAX

100

0.35
9

TAKE OFF

Two treatments

Used particularly on high value human
consumption varieties for control of
downy mildew, Ascochyta spp. and
damping off. Wakil XL cannot be
drilled before 1st April.

iMAN

102

WAKIL XL (Cymoxanil, Fludioxonil
and Metalaxyl)
for combining peas
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Contains two complementary
patented biostimulants; phosphite to
increase root biomass and root hair
production, and Pyroglutamic Acid
(PGA) to increase carbon fixation and
nitrate utilisation. Take Off increases
early vigour and yield, especially
under more challenging conditions.
Exclusive to Agrii.

iMAN +
TAKE OFF
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TAKE OFF ST (Phosphite + PGA)
for cereals, pulses, maize
and oilseeds

Applied at half rate to spring oats to
control loose smut. Now approved for
spring wheat and barley but on the
latter, it should be co-applied with
Rancona iMix to achieve full control of
loose smut.
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Note: Zax and Take Off together are
not available as a seed treatment
combination.

VIBRANCE DUO
(Sedaxane + Fludioxonil)
for spring oats, wheat and barley

iMAN +
AGNITION

NOTE
Numbers above columns = No of trials
Red lines indicate the % yield response required
to cover the seed treatment cost

Spring barley is particularly sensitive
to copper deficiency. AgNition
provides a readily available source
of copper to the emerging seedling,
reduces the need for complex foliar
tank mixes and it is compatible with
other seed treatment products in the
Agrii range. It is also exclusive to Agrii.

Redigo Pro is a proven combination of
two triazoles that optimise the control
of Fusarium, loose and covered smut,
bunt and blue moulds and reduces
the germination capacity of ergot.
It is widely compatible with other
treatments.
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AGNITION (Copper)
for wheat, barley and oats

REDIGO PRO
(Prothioconazole + Tebuconazole)
for spring wheat and rye

iMAN +
ZAX

Yield Response (t/ha)

Zinc is an essential micronutrient.
Harvested cereal grain and oat straw
remove significant quantities of zinc
from the soil. Zax delivers 450 g/tonne
of readily available zinc. It has been
tested by Agrii for the past five years
and is an exclusive product.

It can also be applied with Vibrance
Duo to boost its activity against loose
smut. It is widely compatible with other
treatments.

iMAN +
AGNITION +
TAKE OFF

% Yield Response

ZAX (Zinc)
for wheat, barley and oats

Rancona is the preferred base
treatment for spring barley as it
provides control of seedling blight,
loose smut and the highest level of leaf
stripe control in spring barley. Agrii
trials also show that it controls seedborne net blotch.
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i-Man applies manganese (Mn) at 450
g/tonne and delivers 20% more Mn
than New Manganese Solution. It also
contains a unique chelating agent
which protects Mn from being locked
up by the soil so more is taken up by
the plant than any other formulation.

RANCONA IMIX
(Ipconazole + Imazalil)
for spring barley

SEED
TREATMENTS

SEED TREATMENT RESPONSES

SEED TREATMENTS

I-MAN (Manganese)
for wheat, barley, oats and rye

Yield Response (T/ha)

Spring Barley Variety Trials Seed Treatment Responses, 2010-2020

SEED
TREATMENTS
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PROFITABLE END
MARKETS
Knowing when to sell is an integral part of maximising your margins. This is
particularly important with those novel crops that many of us are only just starting
to become familiar with.

Agrii Farm Saved Seed Processing
The complete service from harvest to drilling

Pre-harvest/
harvest
management
advice and
comprehensive
seed testing
service

Improve the
marketability of
your crop with
our bulk grain
cleaning and
colour separation
service

Timely
processing
of seed by
full-time,
experienced
and qualified
operators

Exclusive seed
treatments
backed by
Agrii’s extensive
R&D trials
programme

WHEA
TT
WHEA

THE BENEFITS

A
A

Identify the
most suitable
fields, crops and
varieties for
farm saving

Improve
specific weight
and remove
contaminants
such as ergot

TGW testing
at point of
processing.
Flexibility over
quantities and
treatments right
up to planting

BB

CC

Seed on farm
for optimum
drilling date.
Cost saving &
improved cash
flow at a critical
time of year

Example of the cost benefit of seed treatments:
Seed
Treatment

Cost at 6 ha per
tonne (£/ha)

Value of yield
response (£/ha)

ROI

iMan

9.3

£21.70

2:1

iMan+Zax

18.3

£34.40

2:1

Based on >20 trials over 5 years (see page 21)

www.agrii.co.uk

CONTRACTS WITH GB SEEDS INCLUDE:
✚
✚
✚
✚

Naked oats
Linseed
Maple peas
Yellow peas

✚ Small blue peas
✚ Tic beans
✚ Canary seed

Due to the nature of these markets, there are limitations on how much area can
be contracted. Please speak with a member of the team at GB Seeds, or your local
Agrii agronomist, for details and contract availability.

WHEAT
WHEA
T

Technical seed
treatments
tailored to
individual
requirements
(see page 20)

In addition, GB Seeds is the specialist seed and grain marketing division of Agrii
– specialising in novel and innovative crops, enabling growers to diversify their
cropping in a fast changing environment. GB Seeds offer a range of buyback
opportunities on various niche crops.

Our seed and grain offer is fully integrated with varieties selected through our
vast R&D network which helps us to identify the best products to meet consumer
demand, from malting barley to milling wheat, oilseed rape to pulses, naked oats
to new innovations.
Whether you are looking for a premium market or growing feed grains Agrii,
Viterra UK Ltd and GB Seeds will be able to meet your needs.
You can get in touch with Viterra UK Ltd on 01844 261261 or by email at
thame.origination@viterra.com.
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For more information, please get
in touch with your local contact
or Mark Taylor: 07836 527251 or
mark.s.taylor@agrii.co.uk

WHEAT
WHEAT

Ongoing
agronomic
advice on
drilling date,
seed rates &
establishment

Working with our grain partner Viterra UK Ltd (previously Glencore Agriculture
UK Ltd), we are able to access domestic and export markets with spot and buy
back contracts across cereals, pulses, OSR and now rye. Your Agrii contact can
discuss this further and help you register with ‘Grainman’, which will give you up
to date, competitive prices specific to your business.

PROFITABLE END MARKETS

Agrii is committed to providing its customers with a complete service,
from advice to inputs and grain marketing.

END
MARKETS
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Your seed treatment

choice matters.

The start of a new growing season is your opportunity to control the hidden
diseases which can impact your harvest. Redigo Pro provides the broadest
protection from all major seed- & soil-borne diseases in your barley &
wheat crops and can also help reduce ergot contamination*1. Secure the
best protection from day one by specifying Redigo Pro when ordering your
seed this season.

Discover more about the hidden diseases that could be lurking
in your crop at cropscience.bayer.co.uk/hiddendiseases
Ergot is the third most common cause of load rejection upon sale for malting barley*2
*1Based on CRD-approved label recommendations on 6th June 2018. All details correct at time of going to press.
*2MAGB annual survey 2007-2016, http://www.ukmalt.com/annual-survey-rejections-barley-uk-malting-sites
Redigo Pro contains prothioconazole and tebuconazole. Redigo is a registered Trade Mark of Bayer. Use plant protection
products safely. Always read the label and product information before use. Pay attention to the risk indications and follow the
safety precautions on the label. For further information, including contact details, visit www.cropscience.bayer.co.uk or call
0808 1969522. © Bayer CropScience Limited 2020

Master Seeds is the seed marketing brand of Agrii.
Agrii, Andoversford, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire GL54 4LZ

www.agrii.co.uk

